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number and you'll get an error.Q: Best way to include non-source files in a Mercurial repository? How do I best include text files with Mercurial? I'd like to have all
of the text files in a particular folder follow the same rules. I'm basically looking for the best way to accomplish this: Use a file extension so the user knows these
are text files. Make them ignore (\t/\f) / ignore lines without \t or \f, so they're still unformatted. Make the entire text files appear similar to when they are in a TEX

file, so that they can be nicely read by a text viewer. A: I've been using hg convert to do this. A: You could also use a fixture: [tw.py] bundle = """# this is a
fixture some text """ But see the example in the document A wave guide is a transmission device for surface-emitted radiation. A slab wave guide is also called a
"slab waveguide". For two-dimensional slab wave guides, the basic dimensions are up to and including two of length, width, and depth. A three dimensional slab

wave guide is a slab wave guide with a thickness dimension. Typically, a slab wave guide is characterized by a single, simple, and geometrically constant
refractive c6a93da74d
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